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Presently, the unemployment rate in the United States is approxi¬ 
mately 4 percent, March 1967 experiencing the first increase in 
unemployment since 1966.'*' Due to economic growth in all sectors, 
Atlanta’s unemployment rate is approximately 2 percent lower than the 
national rate. Unemployment dropped to 2.6 percent in Atlanta in 1965 
2 
compared to a national rate of 3«7 percent. The unemployment problem 
can be seen, however, by observing the variance in rate from one group 
of people to another, for even though the overall rate is 4 percent 
G 
some groups are experiencing unemployment rates of 25 to 30 percent. 
The U. S. Department of Labor is vitally concerned with the high 
rates of unemployment among certain groups. Governmental programs have 
been undertaken to improve economic conditions, thereby increasing the 
number of jobs made available each year; and to improve the education 
and training of the unemployed. 
^Newsweek, LXIX (Ohio, April 3. 1967), p. 65. 
2 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Atlanta - Ten Years of Growth, 1955-65. 
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Labor, September, 19^6), p. 1. 
•^Manpower Research and Training: The MDTA of 1962, (Washington, D.C. 
U.S. Department of Labor, March, 19^5), p. 19. 
1 
2 
Although the problem of unemployment does exist, there are areas 
in which jobs are available, but there is a shortage of skilled workers 
to fill the positions. The Manpower Development and Training Act of 
1962 was enacted to alleviate the above problem by sponsoring training 
programs, to be administered on the local level by the State Department 
of Labor and the State Department of Vocational Education, in areas 
where jobs are available but where there is a shortage of qualified 
personnel. Nationally, the program is administered by the U. S. 
Department of Labor and the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. 
The Act requires the "Federal Government to appraise the manpower 
requirements and resources of the nation, and to develop and apply the 
information and methods needed to deal with the problems of unemploy¬ 
ment resulting from automation and technological changes and other types 
of persistent unemployment."^ Manpower Development programs have been 
designed to raise employment by (l) stimulating more employment oppor¬ 
tunities by increasing the economic growth rate, (2) upgrading skills 
and adaptability of workers, and (3) linking existing jobs and men more 
effectively.'* 
Training programs which have been initiated under the Manpower 
Development and Training Act have been geared toward the disadvantaged 
who are experiencing the highest rates of unemployment, Presently, 60 
_ —. 
1966 Report of the Secretary of Labor on Manpower Research and 
Trainin~g Under the MDTA, (Washington, D.C.: U. S. Department of Labor, 
March, 1966), p. I8é. 
•^Manpower Report of the President and A Report on Manpower Require¬ 
ments,"Resources, Utilization, and Training, (Washington, D. C.:U. S. 
Department of Labor, March, 1965). p. 1. 
3 
to 70 percent of the enrollees are from disadvantaged areas. The 
training programs instituted under the Act have been designed to 
accommodate those characteristics of the disadvantaged which contri¬ 
bute greatest to the factors that affect job placement. 
The purpose of this study is to examine the characteristics of 
the trainees which affect employment in general and as illustrated 
by the experience of a selected group of graduates of the Business 
Education Training Program in Atlanta. Students were trained as clerk 
typists and clerk stenographers. After several weeks of the training 
program were completed, a class for general clerks was established to 
accommodate students who were not making sufficient progress to con¬ 
tinue as clerk typists or as clerk stenographers. 173 were admitted 
7 
to training; 24 were transferred to the class for general clerks. 
This study will attempt to show how the selected characteristics 
have had an affect on the employment experience of graduates of the 
Business Education Program, a Manpower Training Program in Atlanta. 
Limitations 
This study is limited to a selected group of graduates of the 
Business Education Training Program of the Manpower Training Program 
in Atlanta. Twelve trainees were selected from a total of 173 students 
who were enrolled in the course of training. It was not possible to 
survey all of the graduates of all of the various training programs 
Interview with L. R. Harmon, Director of Manpower Development and 
Training Act Programs. Georgia State Department of Labor. April 27» 1967» 
7 
Interview with Mary W. Allen, Counselor, Fairlie Street Manpower 
Development and Training Center. May 1, 1967. 
4 
conducted in Atlanta. The twelve trainees selected are used as case 
studies to illustrate the affects of the characteristics under con¬ 
sideration. These are by no means all of the characteristics which 
affect employment; nationality, area of concentration, and physical 
attributes are among other characteristics which will not be considered 
in this study. The characteristics studied, however, ’’contribute to 
Q 
a greater understanding of the major factors which affect job placement. 
Methodology 
National statistics on Manpower Development and Training Act 
Programs are summarized from publications by the U. S. Department of 
Labor. Interviews with persons in the State Department of Labor and 
with private business school officials are used as a basis for deter¬ 
mining local training and placement of trainees. The trainees chosen 
from the Business Education Training Program were selected to illustrate 
on the basis of certain characteristics the factors that affect 
employment. In order to show what affect the characteristics have 
had on the employment after training of the selected graduates of the 
Business Education Training Program, examination will be made of the 
following factors: 
1. Kind of employment secured - is it training related or not? 
2. Job retention - how long did the graduate retain employment? 
3- Salary - how did the salary received compare with generally 
accepted entry level salaries? 
The statistics from national studies of employment experience after 
training are examined and the findings in Atlanta are related to these 
broader studies. 
 s   ■ ; 
1966 Report of the Secretary of Labor, Op. Cit., p. 18. 
5 
Significance 
It is hoped that this study will contribute to a better under¬ 
standing of the role of the Manpower Training Program in Atlanta, and 
provide insights into how the factors of race, age, educational level, 
sex, family status, and duration of unemployment affect the employment 
problems. Once.the affect of these characteristics are known and 
understood, it may lead to policies and programs that will serve to 
eliminate those factors which have a detrimental affect on job place¬ 
ment, particularly among the disadvantaged of the community. It is 
also hoped that by this study other problems which need investigation 
will be uncovered. Such discovery may lead to guidelines for policy 
formulation and to better use of Manpower Resources. 
CHAPTER II 
THE BUSINESS EDUCATION PROGRAM IN ATLANTA 
Program Objectives 
The Business Education Training Program was one of the more than 
226 programs involving 4819 trainees which have been administered in 
Georgia under the Manpower Development and Training Act since January, 
1963.9 
The purpose of the program was to identify interests and abilities 
of trainees after a period of preliminary testing, and to provide a 
course of training which would equip trainees with the necessary skills 
and the proper attitude for successful employment in the designated 
10 
occupation. The purpose was accomplished by organizing the training 
program into units. The first week was designated as a period of 
orientation. Trainees were given information on jobs in the area of 
business education, and what the jobs required. With such job informa¬ 
tion, trainees could better understand their abilities and deficiencies. 
Entrance Requirements 
Manpower Development and Training Act Programs have been adminis¬ 
tered in Atlanta since January 1, 1963. Since that time 1,559 people 
- 
^Special Federal Programs, (Atlanta: Georgia Department of Education, 
Division of Vocational Education, July 10, 1966). 
10 
Training Plan, (Atlanta: Georgia Department of Education, 
Division of Vocational Education, 1965). 
6 
7 
have enrolled in training programs, with 68 percent graduating.'*''*' As 
of April 27, 1967, twelve MDTA projects had been approved for Atlanta, 
with starting dates ranging from April to June, 1967. These programs 
12 
involved approximately 500 trainees. 
Training programs are conducted in areas where there is determined 
to be a need for more eligible candidates for employment. The State 
Department of Labor conducts local surveys to determine skills which 
are needed in the community. A program is then developed for a speci¬ 
fied number of trainees, depending upon available funds and facilities. 
The Georgia Department of Employment Security has the responsibility 
for requesting training programs. Candidates are chosen from the list 
of persons unemployed or underemployed who are seeking employment 
through the Department of Employment Security. Characteristics of the 
candidates are checked, paying strict attention to previous jobs held, 
if any, educational level, age, etc. It is believed that candidates on 
the same educational level can be better trained in one particular class 
because teaching instructions can be geared to one level. In many 
instances, however, candidates are chosen with varied educational back¬ 
grounds and the problem is minimized by offering remedial training courses 
in reading and mathematics. 
After candidates are chosen with enough similar characteristics to 
be trained successfully in one class, personal interviews are conducted. 
— 
Atlanta Public Schools, MDTA: Manpower Development and Training in 
Atlanta, (Atlanta : Georgia Department of Education, March, 1966). 
^‘TCmployment Security Agency, MDTA Status Report, (Atlanta: Georgia 
Department of Labor, April 21, 19677» 
8 
The interviews are designed mainly to find out the interest area of 
the applicant. If the interviewer feels that the applicant is interested 
in the program which is being established at this time, the applicant 
is informed of what a job in the area of training would consist of. Many 
people are eliminated because of lack of interest. Since programs in 
other skill areas will be conducted in the near future, they are urged 
to keep in touch so that they may enroll when a program is offered which 
is of interest to them. 
Before it is definitely decided that an applicant is qualified for 
training, a general aptitude test is often administered. However, 
applicants are not selected or rejected solely on the basis of test 
scores. Finally, applicants are screened according to length of unem¬ 
ployment, or employment status if employed. The unemployed are usually 
given first preference since the program is designed to enable trainees 
to acquire employable skills. 
The only general requirements for admission to training are that 
13 
the person be unemployed or underemployed, and over 16 years of age. 
Training Plan 
After the trainees have been selected and the training plan set 
up, the actual training is turned over to the Atlanta Public Schools 
in cooperation with the State Department of Education. The Manpower 
Development and Training Center used depends upon the occupational area 
of the particular project. 
— 
Interview with Lloyd Grover, Director, Youth Opportunity Center, 
Atlanta. May 5. 1967. 
9 
Training is not conducted on the regular classroom basis, because 
it is believed that this would defeat the purpose of the program. Since 
a large percentage of trainees are school dropouts, to place them in a 
situation where they are expected to attend classes eight hours a day 
would probably lead to similar results. Trainees are therefore given 
a shorter period of time for actual class work, although they spend a 
full 8 hour day in training. Instructions are often geared to help 
trainees who are interested in a particular occupation rather than pro¬ 
viding general instructions which would be applicable to any area as is 
the usual practice in schools. 
A seven week unit was devoted to general business education. Aside 
from courses in reading, mathematics, and general office procedures such 
as filing and office machines, all trainees were exposed to shorthand 
and typing daily. After the seven week period, by measuring the progress 
of trainees in specific areas and with proper counseling, trainees were 
placed in specialized classes as clerk typists or as clerk stenographers. 
The remaining nine months of the training period were devoted to 
specific training in one of the occupations, and was designed to prepare 
trainees for employment at the entry level. 
Evaluation of Training Program 
Of the 173 trainees that were admitted to the training program, only 
1 Zj. 
44 remained until July 29, the closing date of training. The dropout 
rate was only 38 percent. The difference occurred because trainees were 
recorded as "terminated” even though some of them remained until the last 
it 
Attendance Report, (Atlanta: Manpower Development and Training 
Center, July, 1966). 
10 
week of class and left only because they were able to get jobs. In 
many instances, trainees were considered graduates if they left the 
school within the last month of training. Trainees who are terminated 
after they have received 80 percent or more of the training being 
offered are not considered dropouts by the Manpower Development and 
Training Center. If they are offered employment at this time, they are 
encouraged to accept if they have made sufficient progress during the 
course since it is believed that they have acquired the skills necessary 
for successful employment. Only a statement from the employer at the 
time the course is completed is necessary for the trainees to receive 
a certificate showing that they have successfully completed training. 
Of the 173 enrollees entering the training program, approximately 
130 or 75 percent are considered graduated by the Department of Labor. 
Approximately 82 enrollees or 63 percent of the graduates were able to 
receive employment.^ 
Regarding dropouts, the reason given for failure to complete 
training did not indicate that the trainees were disinterested or 
irresponsible. The majority left training because of health, financial 
difficulties, or family problems. Less than one percent dropped out 
without indicating why.^ 
The employment rate of enrollees who completed Manpower Training 
in business education in the U. S. in 1965 was 59.7» the employment rate 
15Mary ¥. Allen, May 1, 1967. 
l6 
Termination Report, (Atlanta: Manpower Development and Training 
Center, August 1965 - July 1966). 
11 
17 
of whites being 12 percent higher than that of nonwhites. . The 
employment rate of Atlanta graduates seem to follow the general pattern 
of Manpower trainees, with a slightly higher employment rate in the area 
of business. The national rate of 59.7 percent for placement in cleri¬ 
cal and related occupations is less than the overall employment rate, 
however. Semiprofessional and technical training programs have experienced 
the highest rates of employment, with clerical and sales occupations 
13 
representing the lowest. 
17 
18 




CHARACTERISTICS WHICH AFFECT EMPLOYMENT 
Attention needs now to be directed to the affect that the 
characteristics of race, age, educational level, sex, family status, 
and duration of unemployment have had on the employment experience of 
the graduates of the Business Education Program conducted in Atlanta. 
As noted earlier, it is considered that these characteristics play a 
major role in affecting employment. In order to assess the affect 
locally, one needs to examine these characteristics. 
Race 
National Affect 
The employment rate of enrollees who completed Manpower Development 
and Training Act institutional training projects differed on a national 
level between whites and nonwhites. In 1965, the white employment rate 
1Q 
was 74.6 percent while the nonwhite employment rate was 63.2. ' 33.6 
percent of the trainees in institutional training projects in 1965 were 
nonwhite, showing a 3.6 percent increase from the previous year. This 
is an indication of the objective of Manpower Development projects since 
21 
nonwhites make up a large portion of the disadvantaged. Although there 
19Ibid., p. 19. 20Ibid., p. 13. 
21Ibid.. p. 10. 
12 
13 
has been a general decrease in unemployment from 1964, the unemployment 
rate remains high among nonwhites, teenagers, and the long-term 
unemployed; therefore, the training effort was increasingly directed 
toward these disadvantaged groups in the labor force. Nonwhites equal 
21 percent of total unemployed, but they represent only 11 percent of 
op 
the total labor force for 1965. 
One of the major accomplishments of the Manpower Development and 
Training Act programs has been the extent to which long-term, unemployed, 
nonwhites have been reached. Nonwhite enrollment in training projects is 
more than 10 percent higher than the percentage of the total unemployed 
23 
represented by them. Even though 33*6 percent of trainees are nonwhite, 
only 21 percent of the unemployed are nonwhite. Although the program 
has been relatively successful in reaching many of the long-term 
unemployed, the rates of employment after training follow the same pattern 
as the pre-training employment rate; that is, employment after training 
is lower among nonwhites. Even with improvements in the areas of 
formal education, skilled training, and environmental limitations, and 
with less job discrimination, the unemployment rate of nonwhites has 
24 
remained double that of whites. 
According to the Secretary of Labor in relation to national 
employment, Negroes had more difficulty in getting jobs after training, 
^Manpower Research, Op. Cit., p. 19. 
23 
^1966 Report of the Secretary, Op. Cit., p. 19. 
24 
Ibid., p. 11. 
14 
25 
they lost them more quickly, and they earned less while working. 
Median earning for Negroes was $70 weekly compared to $81 weekly for the 
predominant white group. The kinds of jobs held by Negroes was cited as 
the major reason for the lower median income among the group. The 
nonwhites, when employed, usually occupied the heaviest, lowest-paying, 
dirtiest, and least desirable jobs. They are still far behind whites in 
the field of employment although they have made advances in recent years. 
White workers are still the pioneers into new fields in which the labor 
supply is low, the prospects for advancement are great, and pay is high. 
It is only after this initial period of high pay and rapid advancement 
that nonwhites enter the field. Ey this time it is no longer attractive 
to whites; they are leaving to go to other newer areas, leaving the 
27 
old jobs for nonwhites. Negroes are employed most often in the 
manual and service sector which has the lower paying jobs and the slower 
growth rate, while whites are employed in the professional and managerial 
. 28 
sectors. 
Even with progress in the area of equal employment by a few state 
and federal government agencies, inequality in employment over the 
country as a whole has not been greatly reduced. Negroes are still 
hired as production line workers instead of salaried white collar workers, 
25Ibid., p. 55. 
26Ibid.. 
22Hiestand, Dale L., Economic Growth and Employment Opportunities 
for Minorities, (New York: Columbia University Press, 196h), p. 114. 
2^Ibid., p. 35» 
29 
Paul H. Norgren and Samuel E. Hill, Toward Fair Employment 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1964), p. 3» 
29 
15 
and even though they may have achieved the same educational level as 
white workers, their pay is generally less. (See the following table.) 
TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF WHITE AND NONWHITE ANNUAL EARNINGS 
BY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL 
///// Nonwhite / / White 
Source: Business Week. August 17, 1963. McGraw-Hill, Inc. 
The disparity in income received by whites and nonwhites points 
up the fact that equal employment does not exist. The Federal 
Government has taken action to end discrimination in government and 
private industry employment. In 1961, the “Plans for Progress” in 
equal employment was enacted and signed by many government contractors 
(approximately 85 had signed by March, 1962), signers agreeing to take 
30 
positive action to employ Negroes in their companies. There have 
been numerous complaints from Negroes and Negro organizations regarding 
— _ 
President’s Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, The 
American Dream - Equal Opportunity, (Washington, D.C.: May 19, 1962), 
P. 11. 
16 
discriminatory hiring practices. Mr. Herbert Hill, Labor Secretary of 
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People in 1962, 
has stated that the ’'Plans for Progress" has enabled many employers to 
avoid compliance with any laws against discrimination, resulting in more 
31 
publicity than progress. 
Local Affect 
A survey which was conducted in Atlanta in 1962 revealed that out 
of 24 employers signing the "Plans for Progress," only seven of those 
interviewed (one refused to cooperate) showed evidence of affirmative 
32 
action to comply with their pledge. The others stated that they knew 
nothing of the Act or they were indifferent. Many said that since 
Atlanta was only a branch office, the Act could not affect their 
33 
operations or hiring practices. 
It is generally believed that Lockheed Aircraft Corporation was one 
signer of the "Plans for Progress" who took vigorous action to increase 
nonwhite employment. With the integration of the work-force, records 
were integrated. The possibility of finding the exact number of non¬ 
whites hired by the company was eliminated; but it is generally believed 
that Lockheed has a representative number of nonwhites employed. 
Locally, nonwhites have experienced lower employment rates after 
training. The placement offices in business schools have indicated 
— 
Southern Regional Council, Plans for Progress; Atlanta Survey, 
Special Report (Atlanta: January, 1963), p. 3• 
~^Ibid., pp. 8-9. 
17 
34 
that whites have had more job success than nonwhites. Two out of 
five schools indicated that they were not presently integrated, but two 
of the three who had integrated student bodies indicated that they had 
experienced more difficulty in placing nonwhites. This was indicated 
despite the scarcity of qualified workers in clerical and related 
occupations. 
Illustrative Case 
As an illustration of the affect of race on employment in Atlanta 
two high school graduates were chosen from among the business education 
trainees, one white (enrollee 1) the other Negro (enrollee 2). Both 
trainees were enrolled in the business education class for clerk 
stenographers. After completion of training on July 29, 1966, both 
were employed within the following month. Enrollee2 was employed as 
a clerk-stenographer for a governmental agency in Atlanta. Enrollee 
1 received employment as a secretary with a state organization with a 
starting salary which was higher than the nonwhite trainee. Through 
telephone interviews, it was determined that neither had been employed 
prior to participation in the Manpower Development and Training Act 
program. Neither has changed jobs since graduation. Neither has re¬ 
ceived a promotion as far as salary is concerned since employment; however, 
enrollee 1 indicated that she had received a promotion in responsibilities 
and duties. 
A representative sample of five private business colleges was 
chosen from a population of 23. The telephone directory was used to 
determine the total number of business schools in the Atlanta area. 
A random sample table was used in selecting the sample. See Table A 
in Appendix for findings. 
18 
The two jobs are training related, both enrollees indicating that 
the Manpower Development and Training Act program had enabled then to 
secure employment. Both trainees were exposed to the same training for 
the same period of time, and both performed satisfactorily while in 
training. However, enrollee 1 .was able to secure employment in a training- 
related area with substantial salary differential. The writer believes 
that this illustrates that the difference in salary is due to race 
differences, since entry level salaries for similar positions do not 
differ significantly from one employer to the other. It was indicated 
by the Counselor at the Manpower Development and Training Center that 
entry level salaries for stenographers in federal government and secretaries 
in state organizations do not differ greatly. In many instances, state 
organizations have lower entry level salaries than the federal government."' 
Age 
National Affect 
Age is another characteristic which influences employment. In the 
Manpower Development and Training Program the employment rate of enrollees 
who completed institutional training in 1965 on the national level was 
67 percent. The group between the ages of 22 to 44 is considered the 
most employable since age does not present a barrier to constant employ¬ 
ment at this age level. The highest rates of unemployment exists in 
37 the age groups under 22 and over 45. Low educational achievement is 
one of the major factors in the unemployment of older workers. Employers 
^Interview with Mary W. Allen, May 1, 1967. 
1966 Report of the Secretary, Op. Cit., p. 19. 
37 
^'Ibid., p. 9. 
19 
are hesitant to employ someone from this age level because of the in¬ 
ability of the worker to accept change and to adapt to new work situations. 
Often, the skills possessed by older workers are obsolete. 
In the United States, employment rates of enrollees who have 
completed institutional training projects follow the general pattern of 
unemployment experienced by each group. Older workers who experience 
high unemployment rates before training experience employment rates below 
the overall trainee average after training. The age group 22 to 44- 
experiences higher than average employment rates after training; their 
OQ 
unemployment rate is lower than that of any other age group. " The 
exception is found in the age group under 22, for although their un¬ 
employment rate is higher than average before training (approximately 
15 percent), their employment rate after training is equal to the trainee 
39 average. Youth enrollment in Manpower Development and Training 
Programs has increased to over 42 percent of the total due to special 
emphasis given to youth. Added emphasis to youth was prompted by an 
amendment to the Act to provide more training to the group because of 
40 
its high rate of unemployment. The age group 22 to 44 represented 
48 percent of total enrollees, proportionately above the percentage of 
total unemployed represented by the group; they represent approximately 
35 percent of the total unemployed. This group is therefore "over 
represented" in training programs in relation to the unemployment rate. 
The age group over 45 represented only 10 percent of total enrollees, 
38Ibid., p. 18. 
39Ibid., p. 19. 
40 
Manpower Research, Op, Cit., p. 21. 
20 
compared with 2? percent of total unemployed. ' Although high rates of 
unemployment are experienced by persons over 45, they seem less interested 
in participating in training programs. The lag in enrollment, could 
possibly be due to their slowness in accepting new ideas or in developing 
new skills. Also, since workers over 45 are approaching retirement age, 
many leave the labor force after several attempts to find employment. 
Thus, the enrollment of persons over 45 has not kept pace with the 
enrollment of the younger groups. Teenage unemployment in 1965, which 
was approximately 12 percent, had not decreased considerably from the 
1964 rate of 14 percent. This may be explained by a look at the rapidly 
increasing teenage population. Although the economy has experienced a 
high growth rate causing many additional jobs to become available, the 
increasing teenage population has kept unemployment at the same high 
level. Teenagers were benefited in the job market by a decrease in the 
42 
labor force of those 22 to 44, ' the age group which is generally given 
preference by employers. However, the number of teenagers entering the 
job market during the decade i960 to 1970 represents the largest number 
43 in the history of this country, and despite longer school enrollment 
which postpone entrance into the labor force and the decline in the 
adult population, government and private employers are still concerned 
about finding jobs for the large addition to the labor force. The age 
requirement by certain employers adds to the unemployment of teenagers. 
— — 
i960 Report of the Secretary, Op. Cit., p. 9* 
42 
Manpower Report of the President and A Report on Manpower 
Requirements, Resources, Utilization, and Training, (Washington, D.C.: 
Government Printing Office, March, 1966), p. 25. 
43 
Gordon F. Bloom and Herbert R. Northrup, Economics of Labor 
Relations, (Illinois: Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1965), p. 10. 
21 
It is believed that the low educational level and the lack of employable 
skills are reasons for the enactment of laws preventing teenage 
employment. Therefore, emphasis is being placed on increasing the 
educational level of teenagers. Aside from the youth training under the 
Manpower Development and Training Act, agencies such as the Neighborhood 
Youth Corps and the Job Corps were developed to serve disadvantaged 
youths. 
Local Affect 
According to Don Gardner of the Georgia State Department of Labor, 
there has not been a noticeable difference in the placement of 18 to 
44 year olds. He has experienced some difficulty in placing applicants 
under 18, because company rules often require employees to be 18 or 
above. Locally, however, the greatest difficulty has been in placing 
workers over 45. 
The rate of economic growth is a major factor in the employment 
44 
of teenagers as well as older adults. If the rapid economic growth 
which the United States has experienced during the last five years 
continues or increases, more jobs will be created, increasing the 
demand to the extent that it cannot be met by the age group 2.2 to 44. 
This shortage of labor will create pressure on employers to hire younger 
45 
workers or older workers regardless of prior rules which may have 
decreased opportunities for their employment in the past. 
45 
Juanita M. Krepp, (ed.), Employment, Income and Retirement 
Problems of the Aged. (North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1963), p. 52. 
^'Villiam Haber and Daniel H. Kruger, The Role of the United States 
Employment Service in a Changing Economy, (Michigan: ¥. E. Upjohn 
Institute for Employment Research, 1964;, p. 18. 
22 
Illustrative Case 
To illustrate the affect of age on employment, a youth trainee 
(enrollee 3) and an adult trainee (enrollee 4), ages 19 and j6, were 
selected from the enrollees of the clerk stenography class. After 
training, both were employed by federal agencies in training related jobs, 
enrollee 3 a"t a higher salary. Both salaries were near the average of 
selected trainees, and neither has received a wage increase or a promotion 
since accepting the jobs. 
Since both trainees completed the same course of training with 
satisfactory performance, this.case illustrates the affect of age on 
employment. On a national basis, the placement rate of youths and adults 
35 to 44 approximated the overall national average of trainees. Since 
enrollee 3 and enrollee 4 are both represented in the above age groups, 
the writer believes that the use of an indivldual over 45 may have been 
a better illustration. However, from the program chosen, no enrollee over 
45 was available for case illustration. The case used does illustrate, 
however, that even within the youth group and the adult group 35 to 44, 
there is a salary difference. 
Educational Level 
National Affect 
The educational level has had the greatest influence on persistent 
unemployment. Although the overall educational level has Increased, there 
is still a noticeable difference in the levels of certain sectors of 
the labor force. Nonwhites are the victims of low educational attainment, 
46 
Manpower Research, Op. Cit., p. 38. 
23 
47 
thereby adding to their problem of discrimination.' Jobs that are 
available now and that will become available in the future require 
persons who are educated and trained. In the past 10 years the number 
of white collar jobs has increased by about seven million, while the 
48 
number of unskilled laborers has decreased by about 150,000. 
Manpower Development and Training Act programs have therefore been 
aimed at those jobseekers 'with limited education, who in many instances 
did not possess the skills needed for long-term employment. The 
objective of Manpower programs has been facilitated by the payment of 
allowances to trainees for extended periods of up to two years and by 
the introduction of remedial classes. The result has been increased 
participation by the educationally disadvantaged. In 1965, the percentage 
of enrollees with less than a high school education increased to 51 
percent from 49 percent in 1964. ^ Trainees with at least a high school 
education experienced a higher employment rate; many employers now require 
employees to be high school graduates. 
Local Affect 
In the business education program instituted in Atlanta, applicants 
were accepted into the program with an eighth grade education; applicants 
who were high school dropouts and applicants who were high school graduates 
4? 
Denis F. Johnston and Harvey R. Hamel, "Educational Attainment of 
Workers," Monthly Labor Review, Special Labor Force Report No. 65, March, 
1966, p. 5. 
48 
Willard Wirtz. Testimony before the Subcommittee on Employment and 
Manpower of the Committee on Labor and Public Welfare, U. S. Senate, 88th 
Congress, 2d Session, May 20, 1963- Reported in Nation*s Manpower 
Revolution, Part 1, pp. 4-58. Washington, D. C.: United States Government 
Printing Office, 196-3. From Bloom and Northrup, p. 420. 
49 71966 Report of the Secretary, Op. Cit., p. 12. 
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were also accepted. The remedial training which is given all trainees for 
the first weeks of training is designed to improve their educational level 
so that they may reach at least the level of high school graduates by 
completion of training. The General Education Development test is 
administered to trainees to determine their educational level at the end 
of the training period. 
Illustrative Case 
To illustrate the effect of education on employment, a high school 
graduate prior to training (enrollee 5) and an enrollee who had only 
completed eighth grade (enrollee 6) were selected. Both were in the clerk 
stenography class. At the end of the course, enrollee 5 was employed 
by a private firm with a starting salary of over $4000 a year. Enrollee 
6 accepted employment with a private firm after graduation, at a salary 
slightly over $3000 a year. Both jobs were training related, and both 
employees have remained on the job. 
Throughout the course, both enrollees performed satisfactorily. 
The difference of over $1000 in salary is believed to be illustrative 
of the requirement by many employers that persons be high school graduates. 
This stipulation reduces the number of jobs available for persons with 
less than a high school education, causing them to accept lower paying 
positions. 
The requirement has caused many training institutions to accept 
only high school graduates. Because Manpower Development and Training 
Act programs have tried to accommodate as many of the educationally 
disadvantaged as possible, applicants with less than a high school 
education are not rejected. Manpower graduates are therefore the ones who 
are faced with the educational requirement problem. Manpower Development and 
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Training Act training institutions are frequently evaluated on the 
basis of the successful employment of graduates. They are therefore more 
interested in admitting applicants who show promi.se of achieving 
successful employment. The government, on the other hand, is concerned 
with the unemployment problem. It is believed that Manpower Development 
training programs are successful if the trainee secures any type of 
training-related employment after training even though the salary may be 
below that of other employees in the same occupât^ onal area who have 
received training elsewhere. The remedial training decreases the 
educational requirement problem, but the problem cannot be alleviated by 
such limited training which is conducted over short periods of time. 
Manpower Development and Training Act Programs generally do not offset 
gaps in formal training if the difference in education is more than 1 or 
2 years. After training, enrollees are better equipped to obtain 
employment than before training, but a training program which is conducted 
for a few months or a year could not be a substitute for several years of 
formal education. If the educational difference is slight, the remedial 
training program may be all that is necessary. For instance, if the 
trainee has completed tenth or eleventh grade, remedial training may 
easily bring him to the level of a high school graduate. 
Sex 
National Affect 
Discrimination which has been practiced by employers against women 
has created a wide variance in the salaries of men and women (See 
Figure 1). It has been shown by several national surveys that women 
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FIGURE 1 
MEDIAN WAGES OF MEN AND WOMEN 







Source: American Women, (Washington, D.C.: U. S. Government 
Printing Office, 1963), p. 56. 
actually receive less than men within the same occupational group.^ 
The difference in salary, however, is not totally due to the payment of 
different rates for similar jobs, but to limited job opportunities, for 
while the percentage of women in the labor force is constantly increasing, 
the percentage of professional women is declining."^ This may be due, 
in part, to the social climate and the traditional belief that certain 
occupations are for men. Women are therefore hesitant to enter such 
occupations as engineering, architecture, etc. There has also been 
discrimination in hiring practices in the professional areas. The majority 
of women employees, approximately seven million, are employed in the 
^Margaret Cussler, The Woman Executive, (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, 1958), p. 83. 
J Beverly Benner Cassara, (ed.), American Women: The Changing 
Image. (Boston: Beacon Press, 1962), p. 7b-. 
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clerical field while only one million are employed as managers. 
Despite the enactment of the "equal pay for equal work" law in 1963, 
government as well as private companies generally employ women in the 
lower grade positions while men are concentrated in the professional 
and managerial areas.In 1962, there were only three million men 
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employed in the clerical area compared to seven million women employees. 
Sex plays a major role in employment rates after training. Males 
have usually been more successful in obtaining employment than females, 
with an employment rate of 77.4 percent compared to 64.5 percent for 
females. In keeping with the general employment trend, men represent 
approximately two-thirds of the labor force and about three-fifths of 
the enrollees in Manpower Training Programs.^ Women represent over 
one-third of the total labor force, a larger percentage than ever be¬ 
fore. Consequently, their rate of enrollment in institutional training 
projects has increased since the start of Manpower training programs. 
Local Affect 
Training programs generally appeal to either male or female, 
depending upon the occupational area. Since a training program in 
business education would appeal mainly to female applicants, the per¬ 
centage of males participating in the Business Education Program in 
Atlanta was small. However, the male participants seem to have 
^Margaret Mead and Frances Balgley Kaplan, (eds.), American Women: 
The Report of the President*s Commission on the Status of Women & Other 




Rober J. Lifton, The Woman in America, (Boston: Haughton Mifflin 
Company, 1965), p. 154. 
66 Report of the Secretary of Labor, Op. Cit., p. 9. 
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experienced successful job placement after training despite the fact 
that clerical occupations are more often held by females. 
Illustrative Case 
A male (enrollee 7) and a female (enrollee 8) were selected from 
the clerk typists to illustrate the affect of sex on employment. 
Enrollee 7 was employed by a private agency in Atlanta after completion 
of training, where he worked until about six months ago. Enrollee 8 
completed training at the same time and received employment with a local 
company. She is presently employed by the same company at a salary 
below that of enrollee 7. 
Although both were employed in training-related areas, enrollee 8 
received less per year than enrollee 7, illustrative of the affect of 
sex on employment. This trend seems to follow the usual male-female 
employment relationship. A higher salary and longer job retention are 
usually characteristic of males. Even in the clerical area where women 
were previously given priority as typists, stenographers, and secre¬ 
taries, "equal pay for equal work" legislature has caused an increase 
in the demand for males in this area, The law which was enacted to 
better women employment opportunities has seemingly increased male 
employment in certain areas. 
Marital Status 
National Affect 
It was indicated by Mary ¥. Allen, Counselor at the Manpower 
Development and Training Center in Atlanta, that employers are concerned 
with whether trainees are married or unmarried, whether they have 
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dependents, etc. Whether the married worker has dependents is often 
the factor of most concern. In this respect, it seems that employers 
are primarily interested in the arrangements made by the person for 
child care. Due to poor child care facilities which are available in 
most areas, women with children are usually not as well adjusted or as 
productive as other women in similar working conditions.^ ' This, the 
author believes, is the primary reason for a lower rate of job retention 
and for lower salaries among married women. Marital status of men is 
often regarded differently since they are not usually responsible for 
the care of dependents. Married men are often preferred because em¬ 
ployers feel that they are more stable and present less of a risk as far 
57 
as leaving the job. 
Local Affect 
According to placement offices of private business colleges and 
the Employment Security Bureau of the Georgia State Department of Labor, 
under ordinary circumstances when no dependents are involved, employers 
in Atlanta are not concerned with marital status. A mentally mature 
person is all that is required. 
Illustrative Case 
As an illustration of the affect of marital status on employment, 
an unmarried trainee (enrollee 9) and a married trainee (enrollee 10) 
were chosen. Enrollee 9 accepted employment at a governmental agency 
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Manpower Research, Op. Cit., p. 98. 
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Interview with Don Gardner, Manager, Industrial Office, Georgia 
Department of Labor. May 8, 19&7. 
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with a starting salary which was above that received by enrollee 10. 
The enrollee was employed as a stenographer, a training related job. 
Enrollee 10, who was married and had one dependent at the time of 
training accepted a position as a stenographer for a similar agency. 
She was employed by the agency for one month. Mo reason is given as 
to why her employment was terminated. She was unemployed only a few 
weeks before receiving employment at another federal agency. It is not 
known at this time whether she is employed or not since she is no longer 
at her second job. The salary which the trainee received on the latter 
job was far below the salary received by enrollee 9. 
Although both trainees had similar educational experiences and both 
were satisfactory students while in training, enrollee 10 was employed 
at a lower salary and did not experience steady employment. In this 
instance, it can be considered that training is not responsible for the 
difference in salaries or in job retention. The case is illustrative of 
the responsibility of the married employee for the care of a dependent. 
Some employers indicate a desire for a single or married applicant on 
the basis of their previous experience. This practice may lead to 
discrimination, especially if the employer has previously employed a 
married woman who was absent from work frequently due to poor arrange¬ 
ments for child care, sickness of children, etc. A married applicant 
may be refused employment by such an employer for no legitimate reason. 
However, the applicant in the above case experienced little difficulty 
in finding employment. Job retention, which depends to a great extent 
upon the individual worker and his adjustment and productivity after 
receiving employment, may have been her major weakness. 
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Duration of Unemployment 
National Affect 
The seriousness of unemployment can be determined by the duration 
of unemployment, the number of persons dependent upon the unemployed 
person, his earnings while at work, and the skills possessed, if any, 
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to aid him in seeking a new job. Thus, the burden of long-term 
unemployment falls upon the less edticated who are not equipped with 
employable skills or upon those who are victims of discrimination. 
Reducing long-term unemployment is one of the objectives of the 
Manpower Development and Training Act. Almost half of Manpower enrollees 
has been unemployed for 15 weeks or more and approximately JO percent has 
59 
been unemployed for 6 months or more. The employment rate after train¬ 
ing is somewhat less than the overall average for training projects; in 
many instances this is due to the serious disadvantages of the enrollees. 
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Local Affect 
Locally, placement offices have not experienced difficulty in 
placing the long-term unemployed unless they are seriously disadvantaged; 
for instance, over 45 years of age, inadequately educated, physically 
handicapped, etc. 
Illustrative Case 
To illustrate the affect of duration of unemployment on employment, 
two clerk-typist students were chosen. Enrollee 11 had been unemployed 
'^Carol B. Kalish, "A Portrait of the Unemployed," Monthly Labor 
Review, (Washington, D.C.: Bureau of Labor Statistics, U. S. Department 
of Labor, January, 1966), p. 2. 
? * 
59 1966 Report of the Secretary, Op. Cit., p. 11. 
60_ . , 
Ibad. 
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for over a year prior to training. Upon completion of training, she was 
employed after a period of one month in a training related job. Enrollee 12 
was an enrollee in the course for clerk typists who had been unemployed for 
several weeks prior to training. She left the training course two months 
before the course ended to accept employment as a secretary for a private 
firm. The salary which she received was above that received by enrollee 11. 
Measurable characteristics of both trainees, such as age and educational 
level, are similar. 
Although long periods of unemployment often lead to the loss of skills, 
once training is conducted, new skills are acquired or old skills revived. 
Therefore, as illustrated above, duration of unemployment would seem to 
have little affect upon trainees who have received adequate education and 
who are at an age which does not present a barrier to long-term employment. 
Manpower Development and Training Act programs have generally been less 
effective with the long-term unemployed in reducing unemployment after 
training because many of these trainees have serious disadvantages which 
cannot be overcome through the limited training offered by manpower train¬ 
ing centers. This does not seem to be the case with the trainee cited 
above. She indicated that her long period of unemployment was due to the 
lack of training in an employable skill during and after high school. 
After obtaining proper training, successful employment was realized. 
Summary 
In 1965, 180,000 trainees were enrolled in Manpower Development and 
Training Act Projects with approximately 60 percent completing training. 
6l 
Over 70 percent of those completing training received employment. 
6lIbid.. p. 21. 
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An evaluation of any one training program will reveal that the employ¬ 
ment rate after training differs from one group of trainees to another 
and from one occupational area to another. 
The Manpower enrollees in the Business Education training program 
in Atlanta seem to fall into the general pattern established by trainees 
nationally. Due to discrimination and low educational attainment, Negroes 
experience one of the lowest rates of employment after training. In the 
event employment is obtained, lower pay is characteristic of Negro workers 
as compared to white workers. 
Age level does not seem to matter up to the age of 45. At the a.ge 
of 45 and beyond, workers are less adaptable and less able to acquire 
new skills to replace obsolete skills. With rapid technological progress, 
workers' skills are becoming obsolete at an amazingly fast rate, increas¬ 
ing the unemployment of those 45 and over. Applicants under 18 have also 
experienced some difficulty in securing employment due to the age restric¬ 
tion of many companies that employers should be 18 or over. With the 
increase in the number of jobs made available each year, however, unemploy¬ 
ment has decreased among teenagers and older adults. 
Educational level is still one of the major concerns in successful 
employment. Although the average American worker now ha.s more than a 
high school education, there will be more than 8 million school dropouts 
between i960 and 1970 if present trends continue. The dropouts are 
placed at more of a disadvantage in the job market, thereby increasing 
the gap between income of workers with a high school education or more, 
and those with less than a high school education. 
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Sex and family status are important considerations in female employ¬ 
ment. Due to added responsibilities of females in the care of families, 
they are generally the victims of lower pay and lower status positions. 
Length of unemployment prior to training seems to have little affect upon 
job placement in Atlanta, since the lower rate of employment which is 
experienced nationally by the long-term unemployed is attributed to 
serious disadvantages found among members of the group. Members of the 
long-term unemployed who do not experience such disadvantages experienced 
no difficulty in finding employment after training. 
CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
Evaluation of Findings 
Due to the scarcity of labor in Metropolitan Atlanta in the clerical 
occupation, the percentage of those employed after training in the business 
education program was slightly higher than the national average of 59.7 
percent. Atlanta's employment growth has shown one of the greatest gains 
in the United States in all sectors of the economy. Over the past several 
years, Atlanta has had an unemployment rate consistently lower than the 
national unemployment rate by 1 or 2 percent. 
The continued economic grox-rth which is expected in the United States 
during the years ahead should lead to more jobs and less unemployment. 
Since low educational attainment is one of the characteristics of many 
of the disadvantaged groups who experience the highest rates of unemploy¬ 
ment, the objectives of Manpower Development and Training Act programs 
can be best achieved by equipping prospective employees with the skills 
and education necessary for todays jobs. It has been shown that the 
characteristics of race, age, educational level prior to training, sex, 
family status, and duration of unemployment do have a role in affecting 
the employment rate in Atlanta as well as nationally. Given the necessary 
skills, however, the trainee can be helped to overcome the adverse affect 
of these characteristics in obtaining productive employment and entering 




This study demonstrates that there is an affect on the employment 
of trainees of the Manpower Development and Training Act program due 
to certain characteristics. The study indicates that there is a need 
to ascertain the extent of such affect on the employment experience of 
those who participate in the program. Further investigation is necessary 
to determine not only the dimensions of this affect but also to learn 
what measures may be taken in the course of the training program to 
overcome these affects so that the purposes of the Manpower Development 
and Training Act can more adequately be accomplished. 
A full scale study should also be undertaken of all of the graduates 
of all training programs conducted in the Atlanta area to more adequately 
measure the affect of the characteristics undertaken in this study. This 
would show how the characteristics studied in this work affect employ¬ 
ment in occupations other than business education in the Atlanta area It 
would also serve to determine if the program in Atlanta is experiencing 
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Percentage of males 
enrolled 
1 small 25 small 30 
Percentage placed - male 
(female) 
small small small small no 
difference 
Preference for married or 
single applicants 
none none none none none 
Preference for youth or 
adult applicants 
none none none none none 
Nonwhite (white) students 
enrolled 
(none) yes yes (none) yes 
Difference in placement of 
whites and nonwhites 
N.A.* none yes N.A.* yes 
Affect of unemployment prio- 
to training 
none none none none none 
*Not Applicable (White students not enrolled). 
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SCHEDULE OF PRIVATE BUSINESS COLLEGE INTERVIEW 
(Placement of typists and related areas) 
Name Date   
1. What is the educational requirement for admission to the school? 
2. What percentage of your students are male? female?  
In proportion to the percentage represented by each, do you 
place about as many males as females? 
3. Do- employers often designate married or single applicants?  
4. Is there a noticeable difference in placement of youths and 
adults under 45?   
5. Are there nonwhites (whites) enrolled in the school? 
Is there a noticeable difference in their placement?  
Which do you experience more difficulty placing?  
6. Does duration of unemployment prior to training affect placement? 
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SCHEDULE OF TELEPHONE INTERVIEW 
MDTA TRAINEES 
Name Date  
1. Are you presently employed?  (Omit if contacted on job.) 
2. Is the job training related? _______________________ 
Was MDTA training helpful to you in securing employment?  
3. How long have you worked at your present job?  
4. Have you received a wage increase or promotion?  
5. Were you employed prior to MDTA training?  
a. If yes, what was your salary?   
In what occupational area were you employed?  
b. If no, give reason: 
Was not in job market. 
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